Segmented gamma-ray assay of large volume radioactive waste drums containing plutonium lumps.
Segmented gamma-ray scanning (SGS) is a traditional practice, globally, for the non-destructive assay of special nuclear materials (SNMs) in large volume radioactive waste drums. The conventional SGS is a relative two pass method and requires a standard drum of identical geometry. The present work is focused on identifying the limitations of traditional segmented gamma scanning methodology for the assay of waste drums containing plutonium lumps. It has been observed that, for drums containing Pu lumps, the conventional SGS methodology severely underestimates the assay results (~ 2-6 times depending on the gamma-ray energy) due to attenuation under-correction. An alternate single pass absolute efficiency approach following the principle of infinite energy extrapolation of apparent mass has been proposed for the assay of waste drums containing Pu lumps in various random and biased spatial distributions and has been found to agree within 1-10% with the actual value with a maximum uncertainty of 8%. The method has been further validated at higher collimator widths and it has been demonstrated that an increase in collimator width from 5.1 to 10.3 cm increases the throughput of the present system without much of losing the accuracy.